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About This Game

A dead world's dream is a challenging retro platformer.

From your sky island's home, travel to diversified areas and progress in a non-linear way.
Energy cells  will allow to boost the portal to reach further away places, while rare species  brought back to your biologist

friend will allow to unlock capabilities.

Face the challenges with the proven die and retry method, or carefuly analyse your surroundings.

If this is just a walk in the park and fairness is not your style, try the hard mode and regret trying.

 Good luck!
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Decent first person strategy\/midnightlike\/unite 'em up with an intuitive interface and nice graphics and music. It is quite
barebones though, even when compared to the games that inspired it (no non-combat victory conditions or character traits for
example). Play it but only if you already have LoM remakes (I think the developer made graphics for them).. If you like driving
sim games with a story line i highly recommend this to be the first game to try i just finished the story line today and its very
twisted in the plot every twist and turn can effect how the game contiunes or stop the story line can you keep the mifia from
killing you. truck are all real life rigs frieghtliner kenworth Peterbult Striling and more if you have what it take to bet the story
line there is a very big reward in game cash for it and a title of best trucker Rig n Roll is a very great game to try.. is good game.
Creative assembly saying they won’t stop catering to less than 1% of the fanbase (despite the wishes of the majority) because, it
fits in with their political agenda is fine with us – if that’s their reason, we’d rather not purchase their ♥♥♥♥♥♥ SJW games
anyway. They will learn like battlefield developers did.. I just completed this game, and I have to say it was a lot of fun! This
game is made as a homage to those of us who grew up in the 8bit computer era (and specifically to those having a ZX Spectrum)
playing titles such as R-type. The game visual style is done in the style of ZX spectrum games with its original palette and
respecting some of the original constraints (although I wish an original ZX Spectrum could run a game as complex as this!).

The gameplay combines elements of classic arcade shooter-em-ups (and again, specifically R-Type), with modern elements such
as collecting coins ("Zogs") for buying upgrades, getting your ship to be more and more powerful every time. The game features
a very extensive collection of upgrades, and I did not manage to buy all the different weapon types in a single play through, so,
there is definitively a lot of replayability value here, trying to play with different weapon configuartions.

Concerning the difficulty: the game starts easy, but bit by bit levels start getting longer and logner and harder and harder, to the
point that I was about to give up in some of the last levels (there is one ocean level in particular that the only way I found to beat
it is by using the "shield" upgrade and just sacrificing "one shield" to directly go through a wall!!). At some point through the
middle of the game I thought the difficulty was unfair, but the more you learn the inner details of the game, the more fair it
seems. Some times you will just die because an enemy materialized right on top of your ship and you might have the feeling that
there was nothing you could do about it. But the more you play, you will realize that those instances are predictable, and the
more you play certain level types, you will learn where traps will pop up, and get better and better at those levels, giving a very
nice feeling of "getting better at this game".

So, in sumary, I really recommend this game: took me about 16 hours to beat it. 16 hours of good old-fashioned fun!
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Great soundtrack, but it's missing music from the starting area. It is pretty inexpensive and it comes with unused soundtracks to
make up for it, so it's not that bad.. I know this game is in the earliest of accessment but maybe wait until the game has better
graphics and UI before buying, this game's animations are pretty bad it could use a bit of work but this game could work out
great if the developers considered better graphics and animations thats all to say. If you would like a brand new skill based
shooter that could potenially become very popular in the future I recommend to you if not stick to Pubg or another game that is
similar.. EEH ITS OKAY THOUGHT IT BE DIFFERENT BUT NA WAIT TILL BIG SALE TO BUY GAME SUX!!!!!!!!!!!!.
It was about time! I've been waiting this release for years.
Gameplay is incredible fun and addictive. The music is amazing.
Looking forward to Inversus 2, haha.. i love the new campaign. The single player is just a bunch of bot maches with a few meh
cutscenes. The world building of a world on the brink due to fuel shortages could be interesting but since you don't personaly
see anyone effected by it it doesn't have much impact. i wish the worldbuilding was bigger gameplay is solid.. Both this and Bad
Dream: Fever are wonderful games. Interesting and unusual adventure puzzles that often made me smile when I figured them
out. I can't wait to see more from this developer!
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